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A comparison of perceptually-based metrics for
objective evaluation of geometry processing

Guillaume Lavoué, Massimiliano Corsini

Abstract—Recent advances in 3D graphics technologies have led to an increasing use of processing techniques on 3D meshes,
such as filtering, compression, watermarking, simplification, deformation and so forth. Since these processes may modify the visual
appearance of the 3D objects, several metrics have been introduced to properly drive or evaluate them, from classic geometric ones
such as Hausdorff distance, to more complex perceptually-based measures. This paper presents a survey on existing perceptually-
based metrics for visual impairment of 3D objects and provides an extensive comparison between them. In particular, different scenarios
which correspond to different perceptual and cognitive mechanisms are analyzed. The objective is twofold: (1) catching the behavior
of existing measures to help Perception researchers for designing new 3D metrics and (2) providing a comparison between them to
inform and help Computer Graphics researchers for choosing the most accurate tool for the design and the evaluation of their mesh
processing algorithms.

Index Terms—Perceptual metrics, Geometry Processing, Objective Evaluation, Quality Evaluation
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1 INTRODUCTION

Scientific and technological advances in the fields of
telecommunications, 3D acquisition, rendering and ge-
ometry processing have boosted the diffusion of three-
dimensional (3D) digital data. Nowadays, the process-
ing, transmission and visualization of 3D objects are
a part of possible and realistic functionalities over the
Internet. In this context, many processing operations are
commonly applied on 3D models (mostly represented by
polygonal meshes) including filtering, denoising, simpli-
fication, watermarking or compression.
These operations introduce slight modifications on the
3D shape of the object, which modify its visual appear-
ance; figure 1 illustrates some examples of processing:
watermarking (method from Cho et al. [1]), simplifi-
cation (QEM algorithm [2]) and denoising (Anisotropic
Mean Curvature Flow [3]). The objectives of these algo-
rithms are different, however the way they modify the
visual appearance of the mesh is a critical issue for all of
them. Indeed a watermarking scheme tries to maximize
the size or the robustness of the mark while keeping
the geometric modification as imperceptible as possible;
similarly, a compression, or a simplification algorithm,
attempts to minimize the stream size or the triangle
number while keeping the visual difference with the
original mesh as low as possible. Finally, the objective of
filtering or denoising algorithms is to improve the qual-
ity of the model, while preserving as much as possible
its original shape, both at the coarse and at the fine level
of details.
The main problem is that these algorithms are mainly
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Fig. 1. Some examples of common processing opera-
tions for the Stanford Bunny mesh. (a) Original model
(35K vertices), (b) result after watermarking, (c) result
after simplification (from 35K vertices to 3.5K vertices), (d)
result after denoising (Anisotropic Mean Curvature Flow,
7 iterations).

driven by geometric distances (e.g. Euclidian vertex-
to-vertex distances, Hausdorff distance) which fail to
correctly capture the visual quality or the perceived
visual appearance difference between two 3D models.
One obvious way of capturing the perceived visual
impairment is to conduct subjective experiments where
human observers directly give their opinion or some
ratings about the processed models. However, such sub-
jective evaluations are not only time-consuming and
expensive but they also cannot be incorporated into
automatic systems. In this context, several perceptually-
based metrics have been proposed in the Computer
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Graphics community that aim at correctly reflecting the
loss of quality or the visual difference between 3D ob-
jects. This paper gives a survey on these existing metrics
together with extensive comparisons within different
scenarios, to study and compare their behaviors regard-
ing different perceptual and cognitive mechanisms. Our
objective is twofold: (1) to provide an exhaustive survey
and behavior understanding of the existing measures to
help researchers for designing new 3D metrics and (2)
to provide a comparison in some specific contexts that
can help Computer Graphics researchers for choosing
the accurate tool for designing or evaluating a mesh
processing algorithm; that is the reason why, for several
metrics, we provide also the website where it can be
downloaded (see section 2.3).
The next section reviews the existing works in Com-
puter Graphics about perception, in particular about
perceptually-based measures. Section 2.3 presents more
details about the metrics which are compared in this
work, while sections 3 to 5 present the three different ex-
periments aiming at analyzing the comportment of these
metrics regarding three scenarios: sensitivity to the im-
pairment frequency, sensitivity to the masking effect and
efficiency in a general context. Section 6 discusses the
respective performances of the analyzed metrics regard-
ing some analytical criteria. Finally section 7 presents an
open discussion regarding the integration of texturing
and complex materials into perceptual metrics.

2 PERCEPTUAL ISSUES IN COMPUTER
GRAPHICS

The knowledge about the human visual system (HVS)
has been often exploited in the Computer Graphics
community for several purposes. For example, the limits
of visual perception can be used in a sophisticated ren-
dering system in order to reduce the computational time
by rendering accurately only the most visually important
parts of a 3D scene. Another example is the algorithms
that attempt to simplify the geometry while preserving
the overall appearance of the 3D model using perceptual
criteria.

In the next paragraphs, we review some of these
works by categorizing them into two groups: image-based
and model-based (or geometry-based). In the first category
the perceptual mechanisms are applied on the images
generated from the 3D data while in the second group
the perceptual metrics work directly on the 3D model it-
self making the evaluation view-independent. The study
proposed here treats model-based metrics designed to
evaluate the quality (in terms of perceived degradation)
of a specific geometry processing algorithm. As just
stated, one of our aims is to understand how the tested
metrics are able to predict the visual impairment of
a generic geometry processing algorithm. During the
review of these existing works, a brief description of
some visual perceptual mechanisms will also be given.

2.1 Image-based perceptual metrics

Basically there are two different approaches to develop
perceptual metrics: mechanistic and black-box. The mech-
anistic approach takes into account the complex mathe-
matical models of the psychophysical and physiological
mechanisms of the HVS in order to develop the percep-
tual metric. One of the most famous example of this is
the Visible Difference Predictor (VDP) of Daly [4], an
operator that is able to calculate for each pixel the prob-
ability that a human observer is able to notice differences
between two images. Hence, this is a measure of fidelity
of the input images. Most of these image-based metrics
rely on the same visual perceptual characteristics [5], [6]:
• The Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF): This function

defines the contrast at which frequency components
become just visible.

• The Channel Decomposition: The human visual sys-
tem consists of several channels selective to spatial
frequency and to orientation.

• The Masking: This effect states that a signal can
be masked by the presence of another signal with
different characteristics. It was firstly discovered
and studied in the ambit of audio perception. Then,
visual physiologists researches found similar effect
for visual perception, and called it visual masking.
Hence, visual masking concerns how a pattern with
different frequency content and/or orientation in-
fluences the perception of another one.

These attributes lead to filtering operations (according to
the CSF), multi-scale filter bank decompositions, errors
normalizations (masking effect) and error summation
across frequency bands and space.
The black-box approach does not rely on how the
visual system works but attempt to define a function
that, given the visual stimulus as input, is able to
predict how much some specific visual artifacts will
be perceived by a human observer. A typical example
is the work of Marziliano et al. [7] which aims at
detecting and quantifying blur and ringing artifacts of
JPEG compression. This approach is preferable when it
is difficult to determine how to integrate the different
visual stimulus involved.

In Computer Graphics both mechanistic and black-
box perceptual metrics have been used in three main
applications: mesh simplification, perceptually-driven
rendering, and evaluation of specific processes such as
compression or watermarking.

Concerning perceptually-based mesh simplification, Lind-
strom and Turk [8] proposed to render the model being
simplified from several viewpoints and use a fast image
quality metric, based on a simplified version of the
Sarnoff Model [9], to evaluate the perceptual impact of
the simplification operation. Williams et al. [10] devel-
oped a view-dependent simplification algorithm based
on a simple model of CSF that takes into account texture
and lighting effects. More recently, Qu and Meyer [11]
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considered the visual masking effect from the 2D texture
maps to lead simplification and remeshing of textured
meshes.

The objective of perceptually-driven rendering is to de-
termine, according to the location of the observer, the
amount of accuracy to use during the rendering, for
example changing the Level Of Detail (LOD) of certain
models or reduce/augment sampling density in ray-
tracing rendering systems. One of the first studies of
this kind was the one of Reddy [12] that analyzed
the frequency content in several pre-rendered images
to determine for each model the best LOD to use in a
real-time rendering system. Bolin and Meyer [13] used
perceptual models to optimize the sampling for ray
tracing algorithms. Ramasubramanian et al. [14] pro-
posed a rendering framework to considerably reduce
the overhead of incorporating a perceptual metric into
a rendering system; first, they evaluated a perceptual
threshold map taking into account the direct illumination
of the scene and then such map is used to add indirect
illumination, which is usually the most computational
expensive task in a global illumination rendering sys-
tem. Another interesting work is the one of Dumont et
al. [15] that proposed a view-dependent simplification al-
gorithm for real time rendering, based on the worst cases
imperceptible contrast and spatial frequency changes.

Another important work on image-based perceptual
metrics is the one of Ferwerda et al. [16], which proposed
a masking model, extending the Daly VDP operator,
which demonstrate how surface texture can hide some
visual artifacts, in particular polygonal tessellation. Re-
cently, the perceptual evaluation has been moved to a
higher level of investigation concerning visual mecha-
nisms, for example Ramanarayanan et al. [17] proposed
the new concept of visual equivalence: images are visually
equivalent if they convey the same impressions of scene
appearance. In this work the authors explore how the
perception of geometry, material and illumination in a
scene are affected by lighting environment changes.

2.2 Model-based perceptual metrics

The main problem of the image-based metrics in the con-
text of Computer Graphics applications is that, in general,
the perceived degradation of still images may not be adequate
to evaluate the perceived degradation of the equivalent 3D
model. This has been concluded by the subjective exper-
iments conducted by Rogowitz and Rushmeier [18]. In
their work they demonstrate that the observers evaluate
differently the quality of a simplified 3D model if an
animation or a set of static frames of the same anima-
tion is used in the tests for the subjective evaluation.
The main reason is that the object’s movement intro-
duces changes in the perception of differences that are
difficult to integrate in the perceptual metric. One of
the first attempts to integrate image movement, visual
attention and saliency was the work of Yee et al. [19].
Myszkowski [20] proposed an extension of the VDP

for quality evaluation of computer-generated animations
and apply such metrics to speed-up global illumina-
tion rendering. The application of these spatiotemporal
perceptual metrics in the context of 3D models visual
fidelity evaluation has never been investigated from our
knowledge. This is an interesting directions for future
research in objects-based perceptual metrics.

Model-based metrics are used in different contexts.
One of these is to control mesh simplification algo-
rithms, in order to reduce the number of vertices while
preserving the visual appearance. Kim et al. [21] state
that human vision is sensitive to curvature changes and
propose a Discrete Differential Error Metric (DDEM). In a
different way, Howlett et al. [22] lead their simplifica-
tion to emphasize visually salient features, determined
through an eye tracking system. Lee et al. [23] follow a
similar approach but automatically extract the saliency
from the input mesh by computing multiresolution cur-
vature maps. Concerning the simplification algorithm of
Williams et al. [10] previously mentioned we precise that
its perceptual evaluation mechanism is based also on
models’ geometry due to its view-dependency. Hence,
this could be considered an hybrid in our categorization.

Recently, several researchers have investigated the use
of black-box perceptual metrics for the evaluation of
specific artifacts. Karni and Gotsman [24], in order to
evaluate properly their compression algorithm, intro-
duce the Geometric Laplacian (GL), which is based on a
measure of the smoothness of each vertex. Pan et al. [25]
propose a metric for the quality assessment of 3D models
in terms of geometric and texture resolution. Their work
underlines that the perceptual contribution of image
texture is, in general, more important than the model’s
geometry. Drelie Gelasca et al. [26] and Corsini et al. [27]
propose a perceptual metric based on global roughness
variation, to measure the quality of a watermarked mesh.
They gave two definitions of roughness, the variance of
the difference between a 3D model and its smoothed
version, and the variance of the dihedral angles between
adjacent faces evaluated in a multi-resolution fashion.
In the ambit of quality evaluation of 3D watermarking
algorithms, Lavoué et al. [28] proposed a perceptually-
inspired metric called Mesh Structural Distortion Measure
(MSDM). Most recently, Bian et al. [29], [30] developed
another geometry-based perceptual metric based on the
strain energy, i.e. a measure of the energy which causes
the deformation between the original and the processed
mesh. This metric is not specific for a certain artifact but
it has been used to evaluate watermarking, compression
and filtering operations.

2.3 Details about the tested metrics

Here, we provide a short description of the metrics
studied in the following sections. We have considered
two classical geometric measures: the Hausdorff distance
(Hd) and the Root Mean Square error (RMS). We have
also included two combinations of the Root Mean
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Square error with the Geometric Laplacian respectively
introduced by Karni and Gotsman [24] and Sorkine
et al. [31]. Finally, we have considered four of the
recent model-based perceptual metrics just mentioned:
the Mesh Structural Distortion Measure of Lavoué et
al. [28], the two roughness-based metrics developed by
Corsini and Drelie Gelasca et al. [27] and the Strain
Field-based metric from Bian et al. [29], [30]. We do
not consider perceptual image-based metrics in our
experiments since they are not reliable to predict the
perceived visual impairment on 3D models for the
reasons just explained at the begin of Section 2.2.

Hausdorff Distance (Hd)

The Hausdorff Distance is defined as follows: e(p,A)
represents the distance from a point p in the 3D space
and the three-dimensional object A:

e(p,A) = min
vA

i
∈A

d(p, vA
i ) (1)

with d the Euclidian distance and vA
i , the ith vertex of

object A. Then the asymmetric Hausdorff distance between
two 3D objects A and B is:

Ha(A,B) = max
vA

i
∈A

e(vA
i , B) (2)

The symmetric Hausdorff distance is then defined as
follows:

Hd(A,B) = max {Ha(A,B), Ha(B,A)} (3)

In our experiments we used the symmetric Hausdorff
distance calculated with the Metro software tool1 [32].

Root Mean Square error (RMS)

The Root Mean Square error is based on a correspon-
dence between each vertex of the objects to compare,
hence it is limited to the comparison between two
meshes sharing the same connectivity. In formula:

RMS(A,B) =

(
n∑

i=1

∥∥vA
i − vB

i

∥∥2

)1/2

(4)

where n is the number of vertices of the meshes and
vB

i is the vertex of B corresponding to the vertex vA
i of A.

Geometric Laplacian measures (GL1 and GL2)

The Geometric Laplacian (GL) was introduced by
Karni and Gotsman [24]. It is based on a measure of
smoothness of the vertices. Specifically, given a vertex v:

GL(v) = v −
∑

i∈n(v) l
−1
i vi∑

i∈n(v) l
−1
i

(5)

where n(v) is the set of indices of the neighbors of v, and
li the Euclidean distance from v to vi. GL(v) represents

1. http://vcg.isti.cnr.it/activities/surfacegrevis/simplification/metro.html

the difference vector between v and its new position after
a Laplacian smoothing step. Considering (5) Karni and
Gotsman [24] have derived a visual metric GL1 between
two objects A and B defined as:

GL1(A,B) = α RMS(A,B) + (6)

+ (1− α)

(
n∑

i=1

∥∥GL(vA
i )−GL(vB

i )
∥∥2

)1/2

with α = 0.5. More recently, Sorkine et al. [31] proposed
a different version of GL1 (we refer to it as GL2 which
assumes a little value of α (α = 0.15).

Mesh Structural Distortion Measure (MSDM )

The Mesh Structural Distortion Measure, available on-
line2 was introduced by Lavoué et al. [28]; this measure
follows the concept of structural similarity introduced
for 2D image quality assessment by Wang et al. [33].
The local LMSDM distance between two mesh local
windows a and b is defined as follows:

LMSDM(a, b) = (7)

(0.4× L(a, b)3 +0.4× C(a, b)3 +0.2× S(a, b)3)
1
3

L, C and S represent respectively curvature, contrast and
structure comparison functions:

L(a, b) =
‖µa − µb‖

max(µa, µb)
(8)

C(a, b) =
‖σa − σb‖

max(σa, σb)

S(a, b) =
‖σaσb − σab‖

σaσb

with µa, σa and σab are respectively the mean, standard
deviation and covariance of the curvature over the local
windows a and b. A local window is defined as a con-
nected set of vertices belonging to a sphere with a given
radius; this radius is a parameter of the method, we use
0.5% of the bounding box length as recommended by
the authors. The global MSDM measure between two
meshes A and B, is defined by a Minkowski sum of their
nw local window distances:

MSDM(A,B) =

 1
nw

nw∑
j=1

LMSDM(aj , bj)3

1/3

∈ [0, 1)

(9)
where nw is the number of local windows of the meshes
and bj is the local window of B corresponding to the
window aj of A. Practically, this measure considers one
local window per vertex of the original mesh and is
asymmetric. Its value tends toward 1 (theoretical limit)
when the measured objects are visually very different
and is equal to 0 for identical ones.

2. http://liris.cnrs.fr/guillaume.lavoue/rech/soft.html
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Roughness-based Measures (3DWPM1 and 3DWPM2)

Following the idea that a measure of the visual arti-
facts produced by watermarking should be based on the
amount of roughness introduced on the surface, Corsini
and Drelie Gelasca et al. [27] proposed two perceptual
metrics for quality evaluation of watermarking algo-
rithms; these two metrics will be available in a future
release of the Meshlab software3.

The watermarking visual impairment is evaluated by
considering the increment of roughness between the
original model A and the watermarked model B in the
following way:

3DWPM(A,B) = log
(
ρ(B)− ρ(A)

ρ(A)
+ k

)
− log (k) (10)

where ρ(A) is the total roughness of the original model
and ρ(B) is the total roughness of the watermarked
model. The constant k is used to avoid numerical in-
stability. Two ways to measure model’s roughness are
proposed.

The first roughness measure (3DWPM1) is a variant
of the method by Wu et al. [34]. This metric measures the
per-face roughness by making statistical considerations
about the dihedral angles, i.e. the angle between the
normals of two adjacent faces. The idea [35] is that the
dihedral angle is related to the surface roughness. In fact,
the face normals of a smooth surface vary slowly over
the surface, consequently the dihedral angles between
adjacent faces are close to zero. In order to take into ac-
count the scale of the roughness the per-face roughness is
turned into a per-vertex roughness and rings of different
size (1-ring, 2-ring, etc.) are considered during roughness
evaluation. The total roughness of the 3D object is the
sum of the roughnesses of all vertices.

The second method by Drelie Gelasca et al. [26]
(3DWPM2) is based on the consideration that artifacts
are better perceived on smooth surfaces. Following this
statement, this approach applies a smoothing algorithm
and then measures the roughness of the surface as
the variance of the differences between the smoothed
version of the model and its original version.

Strain Field-based Measure (SF )

This is the most recent model-based perceptually-
motivated metric to evaluate meshes’ deformations. It
is based on the strain energy introduced by the mesh
deformation. The idea is that the higher the mesh is
deformed, the higher is the probability that the ob-
server perceives the difference between the processed
and the original mesh. The strain energy calculation
on the mesh is simplified considering that each mesh
element (a triangular mesh is assumed) is perturbed
along its plane. For the details about the simplification
assumptions we refer to the original papers [29], [30]. It

3. http://meshlab.sourceforge.net/

is important to underline that this metric is suitable for
small deformations. The perceptual distance SF (A,B)
between the original model A and the perturbed one B
is defined as the weighted average strain energy (ASE)
over all triangles of the mesh, normalized by the total
area of the triangular faces (S):

SF (A,B) =
1
S

∑
wiWi (11)

wi are weights and Wi is the strain energy associated
to each triangle. Varying the wi weights Zhe Bian et
al. tested some variants of this metric, but from their
experimental results they concluded that the simpler one
(wi = 1) gave results similar to the other variants, hence
the unweighted one is preferable due to its simplicity.
In the next sections, we use our own implementation of
this metric since the original implementation is not pub-
licly available. For this reason our conclusions have to be
considered qualitative and not quantitative due to small
numerical differences that the different implementation
could gives.

3 FIRST EXPERIMENT: SENSITIVITY TO THE
IMPAIRMENT FREQUENCY

It is now admitted in the Computer Graphics community
that, in general, high-frequency distortions of a 3D shape
have a high probability to be visually noticeable. This is
because the human eye is more sensitive to the rapid
variations of the surface (which directly influence the
intensity image after rendering) than to lower frequency
modifications like slight stretching of the whole shape.
This phenomenon is illustrated in figure 2 where low
and high frequency distortions applied on the Bimba
model are shown; the top right model is associated
with a higher geometric distortion than the bottom
right model, however the perceptual impairment caused
by the high frequency perturbations (bottom right) is
clearly more visible. This perceptual mechanism has
been already employed in several compression [31] and
watermarking [36], [37] methods to hide the distortions
introduced by the processing.

3.1 Goals and Motivations
The objective of this experiment is to examine if the
studied metrics follow this principle from a qualitative
viewpoint, i.e. if a certain metric is able to provide
small distances for low-frequency impairments and high
distances for high frequency ones. Obviously, also the
amplitude of the frequency affects the final perception
of the perturbation, for this reason, an in-depth analysis
of frequency sensitivity would require many evaluations.
This is not the case for this experiment since our evalu-
ation is more qualitative than quantitative. More specif-
ically, we would like to demonstrate that the geometric
metrics, even the sophisticated ones like the Hausdorff
distance and the others based on geometric Laplacian,
are not able to catch this phenomenon well. On the
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contrary, the perceptually-motivated metrics are able to
model well this perceptual mechanism even if they do
not rely on frequency analysis. In particular, we expect
that the Hausdorff (Hd) distance could work well when
the distortions are applied on medium-high frequencies
due to its geometric properties, but we also expect, from
its definition, that it is not able to evaluate correctly
the impairment of low distortions with high amplitude.
Concerning the two versions of the geometric Laplacian
metrics (GL1 and GL2) it is quite difficult to evaluate
intuitively their behaviors. Geometric Laplacian is re-
lated to the smoothness of the surface, hence in many
cases it is reasonable to expect a good measurement
of the impairment for low frequency distortions. The
two variants of the 3DWPM metric have been explicitly
designed to account for roughness variations at multiple
scales, hence we expect good results from this kind
of metric. The same reasoning could be made for the
MSDM perceptual metric. The strain energy-based one
(SF ) should also work well, but, due to its simplification
assumptions that make it particularly suitable for small
perturbations, the range of frequencies and amplitudes
that can capture could be restricted with respect to the
other perceptually-based metrics.

3.2 Corpus description
According to the objectives just described we have mod-
ified some models with high and low frequency distor-
tions using a spectral analysis tool and then evaluated
the metrics under investigation on such models.
Because of the irregular sampling intrinsic to a 3D mesh,
the classical mathematical tools for spectral analysis, like
the Fourier Transform, are not available for this kind of
data. For this reason, several mathematical tools related
to frequency analysis of meshes have been developed
in the last years to fill this gap. A very recent one
is based on the Manifold Harmonics basis introduced
by [38] (composed of the eigenfunctions of the Laplace-
Beltrami operator) that seems to approximate well a real
Fourier Transform on the 3D mesh domain. Hence for
two 3D models: Bimba and Dyno, we have produced
low frequency modified versions and high-frequency
modified versions. We have chosen these two models
since they are very different: the Bimba model (see
figure 2) is rather convex and contains a majority of
smooth parts while the Dyno model (see figure 4) has
a complex shape and is rough almost everywhere. The
modified versions are produced by adding a binary
uniform random noise on respectively the first and the
last 100 coefficients of the frequency spectrum, and
then reconstructing the models. The noise is applied
according to three different strengths: 0.02%, 0.01% and
0.005% of the square bounding box length. An example is
provided in figure 2; the top right object was modified on
low frequencies (strength=0.02) while the bottom objects
were modified on high frequencies (strength=0.01 and
0.005). The colored vertex displacement maps confirm
the frequency of the distortions.

Fig. 2. Visual effect of the impairment frequency.
Top: Original Bimba model (9K vertices) (left) and re-
sult after random noise addition on low frequencies
(strength=0.02) (right). Bottom: Results after random
noise addition on high frequencies, with strength=0.01
(left) and strength=0.005 (right). The distance maps re-
garding the original model are also provided (warmer
colors represent higher values).

3.3 Results and discussion

Table 1 presents the results of the different metrics
regarding Bimba and Dyno modified models. Figure 2
shows clearly that the impairments produced by the
high frequency-low amplitude noise (bottom/right in the
figure, HF0.005 in table 1) are much more visible than
those produced by the low frequency-high amplitude
noise (top/right in the figure, LF0.02 in table 1); here we
analyze how the tested metrics follow this perceptual
mechanism.

Before we discuss the results obtained, we recall that
some of them are normalized into a given range of
values while others are not normalized. In particular,
RMS, GL1, GL2 and Hd are not normalized, MSDM
is normalized into the [0, 1] range, the two 3DWPM
metrics follow the score of the subject in the 0−10 range
and the SF metric is not normalized into a range of
values but it is subdivided for the model’s surface area.

Firstly, we point out that the behaviors of the different
metrics are perfectly consistent for both models Bimba
and Dyno. As expected, the Root Mean Square provides
poor results (RMS(LF0.02)� RMS(HF0.005)), however
the relevance of combining RMS with the geometric
Laplacian measure (which reflects the smoothness of the
surface) is clearly demonstrated by this experiment since
GL2 provides better results than GL1 which provides
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TABLE 1
Metrics’ values for the different high (HF) and low (LF) frequency distortions applied on the Bimba and Dyno models.

RMS GL1 GL2 Hd MSDM 3DWPM1 3DWPM2 SF (10−3)
Bimba
LF0.02 0.35 0.18 0.06 5.6 0.19 2.5 2.0 1.34
LF0.01 0.17 0.09 0.03 2.9 0.11 1.3 1.4 0.34
HF0.01 0.17 0.17 0.18 8.2 0.46 6.5 6.1 21.18
HF0.005 0.09 0.09 0.09 4.1 0.35 5.0 4.4 5.3

Dyno
LF0.02 0.35 0.18 0.06 3.7 0.10 1.7 1.1 1.74
LF0.01 0.17 0.09 0.03 1.8 0.07 0.5 0.3 0.16
HF0.01 0.17 0.18 0.18 7.3 0.36 6.7 6.2 23.51
HF0.005 0.09 0.09 0.08 3.6 0.28 5.3 4.7 5.88

better results than RMS, in particular GL2(LF0.02) <
GL2(HF0.005). It is interesting to notice that the Haus-
dorff distance is able to follow human perception in
some cases; the main reason is that the high frequency
noise can cause severe vertex displacements (kinds of
sharp bumps on the surface) which increase the Hd

distance more than a low frequency deformations. How-
ever, for very small distortions on high-frequencies or
very large distortions on low frequency, the metric fails,
indeed for our examples Hd(LF0.02) > Hd(HF0.005).
All the perceptually-based metrics (MSDM , 3DWPM
and SF ) have a very good behavior regarding this
phenomenon, their values for LF0.02 are clearly below
those for HF0.005. We can conclude that, even if they are
not directly based on frequency analysis, these metrics
are much less sensitive to low frequency noise than to
high frequency noise for a certain range of amplitude
distortions, just like the human visual system.

4 SECOND EXPERIMENT: SENSITIVITY TO THE
MASKING EFFECT

The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the be-
havior of the examined metrics regarding the visual
masking effect. As explained previously, this perceptual
mechanism regards how a visual pattern with specific
characteristics of orientation and frequency content is
hidden by another pattern with different characteristics.
In our context this concept can be remapped as the
fact that the human eye cannot distinguish a small
distortion if it is located on a rough (or noisy) area. This
property is particularly interesting for compression or
watermarking to concentrate the compression artifacts or
the watermark strength on rough parts where geometric
modifications are nearly invisible, as in [39]. To establish
the efficiency of the metrics regarding this phenomenon,
we have considered a corpus where some noise has been
added either on smooth or rough parts of several 3D
models. Each distorted model of this corpus is also asso-
ciated with subjective Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) from
human observers. MOS reflects the observers’ opinions
regarding the visual difference between the original and
the processed shape. The objective is to study for the cor-
pus objects the correlation between the observers’ rates

and the metrics’ values. The corpus and the MOS have
been collected from [39]; nevertheless some details about
the corpus construction and the subjective evaluation
protocol are given in the following sections, since these
details are relevant for the present work.

4.1 Corpus description
To construct this experimental corpus, different 3D mod-
els were considered: Armadillo, Dyno, Lion Head and
Bimba. These models have been selected since they all
contain both smooth and rough parts. The roughness
was calculated for each vertex of these meshes using
the estimator from [39], and then classified (K-means
algorithm) into two clusters: rather rough vertices and
rather smooth vertices. Figure 3 illustrates the roughness
map and the two clusters obtained for the Lion Head
model.
A uniform random noise was then applied only on
vertices from smooth and rough clusters respectively;
this noise was applied on rough and smooth regions
with different strengths such as to obtain the same RMS
error in each case. In other words, if the total area
of the rough region was larger than the area of the
smooth one, the noise applied on the rough region was
lower (and vice versa). These noise distortions were
applied according to three strengths (visually chosen):
high, medium and low. Hence this experimental corpus
contains 28 models (4 originals + 4×3 versions with noise
on smooth parts + 4×3 versions with noise on rough
parts). Figure 3 illustrates two models from this corpus:
the last two models on the right have respectively noise
on rough and smooth parts (medium distortion); for this
example the noise strength is slightly higher for smooth
regions: 0.155% against 0.150% of the length of the cubic
bounding box of the model. Both noisy versions are
associated with the same RMS distance from the original
model (1.04 · 10−3). As expected the visual distortion is
far less visible for the object on the left thanks to the
masking effect.

4.2 Subjective evaluation protocol
The evaluation protocol is as follows: first, in the training
phase, some original and distorted models from the
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Fig. 3. Construction and example of the Masking Effect corpus. From left to right: Original Lion Head model (39K
vertices); roughness values (warmer colors represent higher values); result of the clustering: rough vertices are in
green and smooth ones are in blue; random noise on rough regions; random noise on smooth regions.

corpus were displayed to the observer so that he could
get used to the shape and the strengths of the distortions.
Then for each of the four models from the corpus (Ar-
madillo, Dyno, Lion Head and Bimba), the correspond-
ing 6 degraded versions were displayed to the observer
together with the original object. Then the observer was
asked to provide a score, for each object, reflecting the
degree of perceived visual similarity, between 4 (identi-
cal to the original) and 0 (worst case). The objects were
displayed during about 3 minutes and user interaction
was allowed (rotation, scaling, translation). Following
the considerations of [18] the interaction should improve
the reliability of the subjective experiment in this context
(this approach has just been used with positive results
in [35], [26] and successive studies). It is important to
note that since the observer can see all the 6 degraded
versions on the same screen, there was no need to
establish a referential range, since he naturally puts a
0 for the object he finds the most degraded and 4 to the
best one. In order to avoid the effect of the spatial and
temporal sequencing factors, the sequence of 4 models
and 6 degraded versions were randomly shown for each
human observer. The mean opinion score (MOS) is then
computed for each noisy object of the corpus:

MOSi =
1
n

n∑
j=1

mij (12)

where MOSi is the mean opinion score of the ith object,
n is the number of test subjects, and mij is the score (in
the range [0, 4]) given by the jth subject to the ith object.
This subjective experiment has been conducted on 11
researchers (students and staff) from the Université de
Lyon (France).

4.3 Statistical analysis
Before exploiting the results of the mean opinion scores,
we have to analyze and process them; first, since some

observers may have not used the whole available
rating range, a subject-to-subject correction is done by
normalizing the gain and offset among the observers,
similarly to [40]. Second, a screening of possible outlier
subjects is performed according to recommendation of
the I.T.U. (International Telecommunication Union) [41].
One outlier was detected out of the 11 subjects.
Then, in order to check the suitability of our evaluation
protocol and the relevance of the mean opinion
scores, we assessed the variation between the different
observers in their subjective ratings of the objects. The
value of the intraclass correlation coefficient [42] (ICC)
is 0.76, that is a very good value that means that the
observers had a very good agreement on their visual
estimations; hence we can assert that our protocol was
correct since it led to produce meaningful consistent
ratings among the observers.

To study the correlation between the mean opinion
scores and the metrics’ values we have considered two
statistical measures [43]:

• The Pearson Product Moment Correlation (Pear-
son’s correlation for short), that is a measure of
the linear dependence between two variables. It is
obtained by dividing the covariance of the two vari-
ables by the product of their standard deviations.

• The Spearman’s rank correlation, that is a non-
parametric measure which is based only on the ranks
of each variable, not on their values. It measures
the monotonic association between the variables, no
assumption are made on their relationship. Basically
it is calculated in the same way that Pearson’s
correlation, after having replaced the variables by
their rank-orders.

Before computing these values, we operate a psychometric
curve fitting, to optimize the matching between the values
given by the objective metrics and the subjective scores
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provided by the subjects. This step allows to take into
account the saturation effects typical of human senses.
For these reasons, psychometric curves exhibit a typical
sigmoid shape that penalizes the strongest stimuli. This
fitting allows us to evaluate the performance of the
perceptually-based measures, but could also be included
in the perceptual metrics for specific applications like
in [27], [28]. We used in this work, the Gaussian psycho-
metric function (recommended by [27]), which has been
applied to every tested metrics:

Mfit = g(a, b,M) =
1
2π

∫ ∞
a+bM

e−
t2
2 dt (13)

where M is the perceptually-based metric used, a and
b are the parameters estimated by a nonlinear least-
squares data fitting.

4.4 Correlation results and discussion
Table 2 presents Spearman and Pearson correlations for
the different metrics (after psychometric curve fitting)
and the MOS for the noisy models of the corpus. These
values are given per model and also for the whole
corpus. However, we have to be precise that the correla-
tions over the whole set of models (Whole Corpus) are
not really meaningful since the referential range for the
rating was established separately for each model. Hence,
also in this experiment our final considerations have to
be considered more qualitative than quantitative. The
means and the standard deviations, over the models, are
also provided in the table.

One first observation is that the results are not good,
except for the MSDM . This happens since the mask-
ing phenomenon is a complex effect and almost all
these metrics do not try to model it explicitly. Both
the 3DWPM metrics, which are based on the global
roughness of the surfaces, fail to capture this cognitive
phenomenon; the main reason is that the masking effect
is a very local phenomenon, whereas these measures are
based on global differences. It is interesting to notice
that, contrary to the previous experiment, the simple
RMS distance provides better results that the geometric
Laplacian-based ones; its Spearman correlation is high
for each object (Mean=70%), moreover its results are
very stable (σ = 2.9%); however its Pearson values,
which define the real strength of the relationship, are
weak (Mean=35.1%). Concerning the MSDM measure it
outperforms the other metrics on this corpus; these good
results can be explained by two reasons: first it is based
on local measures over the surfaces and second it relies
on curvature statistics which are strongly linked with
the roughness of the surface (and hence with masking).
In particular, for the Lion model which exhibits a very
high masking region (the mane), the MSDM measure
has a very good Pearson correlation (78%), while other
metrics lead to particularly low values (< 25%). Even
over the whole set of models, the Spearman correlation
of this metric is quite good (65.2%). A final considera-
tions regards the Bimba model which is associated with

low correlation values for all the metrics; the reason
is probably that it represents a human face. Human
face images are well-known in subjective experiments
as a high-level factor attracting human attention, i.e.,
the distortions are perceived differently by the human
observers, often as more visible, on this kind of model
with respect to other ones.

5 THIRD EXPERIMENT: BEHAVIOR IN A
GENERAL-PURPOSE CONTEXT

In this section, our ideal goal is to evaluate the dif-
ferent perceptually-based metrics in a general-purpose
context, in order to establish their efficiency in any
kind of mesh processing scenario. In practice, we
consider a specific set of mesh processing operations
(noise/smoothing) trying to cover most of the possible
distortions/modifications occurring in common geom-
etry processing algorithms. We leave a more complete
study of this kind as a matter of future research. In the
following sections we give the details about the corpus
construction (an extension of the one used in [28]) and
about the subjective evaluation protocol used. We also
discuss the difficulties to make an experiment of this
kind more general.

5.1 Corpus description

We have considered four models, widely used in the
Computer Graphics community: Armadillo, Dyno, Venus
and RockerArm; these models have been chosen for
their very different characteristics: Armadillo and Dyno
present complex shapes, with many rough areas, Venus
is rather convex with a majority of smooth parts and
RockerArm is completely smooth and of genus one.
Moreover these models represent several different ap-
plications: Computer-Aided Design (RockerArm), Cul-
tural Heritage (Venus) and Video Games (Armadillo and
Dyno).
We have then applied two types of distortions on these
models: noise addition and smoothing (achieved with
the technique of Taubin et al. [44]). These distortions
were applied according to three strengths (visually cho-
sen): high, medium and low (these strengths correspond
to a number of iterations for smoothing and a value
of maximum deviation for noise addition). Moreover,
these distortions where applied also on different loca-
tions: uniformly (on the whole object), on rather smooth
areas, on rather rough areas and on intermediate areas.
The roughness was simply defined, in that case, by the
variance of the curvature. Since the smoothing was not
applied on smooth areas, 21 degraded versions were
produced per model (3 noise strengths × 4 locations
+ 3 smoothing strengths × 3 locations), and thus the
experimental corpus contains 88 models (4 originals +
4×21 degraded versions). Figure 4 presents some sam-
ples of the corpus. These non-uniform noise addition and
smoothing basically reflect a lot of possible distortions
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TABLE 2
Spearman (rS) and Pearson (rP ) correlation values (%) between Mean Opinion Scores and values from

perceptually-based metrics for the masking corpus. Mean values and Standard deviations over all models are also
given.

RMS GL1 GL2 Hd MSDM 3DWPM1 3DWPM2 SF
rS rP rS rP rS rP rS rP rS rP rS rP rS rP rS rP

Armadillo 65.7 44.6 65.7 44.4 65.7 44.2 48.6 37.7 88.6 72.2 58.0 41.8 48.6 37.9 48.6 40.4
Lion 71.4 23.8 37.1 22.4 20.0 21.6 71.4 25.1 94.3 78.0 20.0 9.7 38.3 22.0 20.0 1.8

Bimba 71.4 21.8 20.0 19.8 20.0 18.0 25.7 7.5 42.9 33.9 20.0 8.4 37.1 14.4 20.0 12.3
Dyno 71.4 50.3 71.4 50.0 60.0 49.8 48.6 31.1 100.0 91.7 66.7 45.3 71.4 50.1 88.5 54.1

Whole Corpus 48.8 17.0 42.0 15.7 40.1 14.7 26.6 4.1 65.2 47.9 29.4 10.2 37.4 18.2 38.6 2.4
Mean 70.0 35.1 48.6 34.1 41.4 33.3 48.6 25.3 81.4 69.0 41.2 26.2 48.8 31.1 45.3 35.8
σ 2.9 14.5 24.2 15.3 24.9 16.0 18.7 12.9 26.1 24.8 24.7 20.0 15.9 16.0 34.4 38.8

occurring during common geometric processing opera-
tions such as:
• Denoising filters; the final results of such filters is

often similar to smoothing.
• Compression; many algorithms are based on a ge-

ometric quantization which introduces noise-like
deformations.

• Watermarking; many algorithms introduce struc-
tured noise-like deformations.

It could probably have been better for our purpose
to create a corpus containing meshes processed using
several existing compression, denoising/filtering or wa-
termarking algorithms; however creating such a corpus
is a challenging task by itself because the different
distortions have to stay in the same visual perceptual
range to produce relevant results and that constraint
is difficult to resolve for distortions of very different
natures, in particular if mesh simplification algorithms
are also taken into account. For this reason we attempt
to simulate the visual impairment of generic geometric
processing operations (except simplification and remesh-
ing) with noise/smoothing operations. Another problem
in the construction of a corpus more general than this
is that a lot of 3D models have to be considered and
a subjective experiment which takes a long time to be
done could make the observer’s scores less reliable.

5.2 Subjective evaluation protocol
The evaluation protocol of this experiment basically
follows the one defined by Corsini et al. [27]. First,
the original models were displayed together with some
distorted ones and with the worst cases (uniform, max-
imum strength) for noise and smoothing in order to
establish a referential range for the rating (this consti-
tutes the training phase). It is important to underline
that for all the objects, both worst cases (noise and
smoothing) where displayed and the subject was asked
to remember the one he found the worst among them.
Finally, the 88 objects of the corpus were displayed one
by one on the screen, each for 20 seconds, and the
subjects were asked to provide a score reflecting the
degree of perceived distortion, between 0 (identical to
the original) and 10 (worst case). In order to avoid the

effect of the temporal sequencing factor, the presentation
sequence of the 88 objects was randomly generated for
each participant. Like in the previous experiment, user
interaction was allowed (rotation, scaling, translation).
This subjective experiment has been carried out on a
pool of 12 students from the Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology (Lausanne, Switzerland) and from the
Université de Lyon (France).

5.3 Statistical analysis

Like in the previous experiment, before exploiting
the results we have conducted normalization and
screening of the MOS; one outlier was detected out of
the 12 subjects. The value of the Intraclass Correlation
Coefficient (ICC), which measures the agreement of
the observers on their ratings, is 0.60; this value is not
as high as for the previous experiment but remains
quite good. Hence, we can assert that our protocol was
reliable since ratings are quite consistent among the
observers.

5.4 Correlation results and discussion

The Spearman and Pearson correlations between the
collected MOS and the values of the metrics are reported
in Table 3. For each object three correlation values are
presented: All distortions, Smoothing and Noise; their
calculations are respectively based on the 21 distorted
(smoothing + noise) versions, the 9 smoothed versions
and the 12 noisy versions; the original model is also
taken into account. The correlations over the whole
corpus are also given for each metric; these correlation
values are meaningful in this experiment (contrarily to
the previous one) because in this subjective evaluation
protocol we establish one single referential range for all
the set of models. Moreover, these correlation values
are very useful since they illustrate the capacity of the
metrics to correctly compare visual impairments from
different models.

The first point to make is that, when considering only
one type of modification (noise or smoothing) and only
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Fig. 4. Samples of the general-purpose corpus. From left to right: Venus with noise on rough areas, Venus with global
smoothing, Armadillo with noise on smooth areas, RockerArm with noise on intermediate areas, Dyno with smoothing
on rough areas.

TABLE 3
Spearman (rS) and Pearson (rP ) correlation values (%) between Mean Opinion Scores and values from

perceptually-based metrics for the general-purpose corpus. Mean values and Standard deviations per models are
also given.

RMS GL1 GL2 Hd MSDM 3DWPM1 3DWPM2 SF
rS rP rS rP rS rP rS rP rS rP rS rP rS rP rS rP

Armadillo
Smoothing 69.7 50.7 64.9 46.7 64.9 41.9 70.3 29.0 78.2 51.6 66.9 30.7 64.4 30.3 64.9 52.8

Noise 89.6 84.4 89.6 84.5 89.6 84.6 76.8 48.8 84.1 72.8 87.2 74.0 89.0 73.6 89.6 91.1
All distortionss 62.7 32.2 70.2 43.7 77.8 55.5 69.5 30.2 84.8 70.0 65.8 35.7 74.1 43.1 51.2 16.9

Dyno
Smoothing 72.1 26.9 72.1 22.4 70.9 17.2 56.3 18.2 67.3 24.1 26.1 6.1 48.0 11.0 57.6 15.5

Noise 93.4 86.8 93.4 86.7 93.4 86.7 83.4 73.9 90.1 79.9 86.8 58.7 90.9 59.0 93.4 86.3
All distortions 0.3 0.0 15.5 3.2 30.6 12.5 30.9 22.6 73.0 56.8 62.7 35.7 52.4 19.9 0.4 0.7

Venus
Smoothing 89.1 68.8 91.5 65.9 95.2 71.2 79.9 51.2 86.7 62.3 70.5 41.9 87.9 70.5 92.7 89.4

Noise 89.6 87.3 89.6 87.2 89.6 87.1 76.9 61.2 85.2 77.4 84.1 67.8 80.2 58.4 89.6 87.2
All distortions 90.1 77.3 92.0 80.2 91.0 77.6 1.6 0.8 87.6 72.3 71.6 46.6 34.8 16.4 87.4 69.0

Rocker
Smoothing 83.0 75.3 83.0 73.4 83.0 70.8 63.0 40.7 91.5 80.9 76.6 35.5 75.4 44.1 83.0 71.9

Noise 95.6 94.7 97.3 97.7 97.3 94.8 84.6 84.2 75.8 70.6 97.7 95.6 96.8 95.6 97.3 82.6
All distortions 7.3 3.0 14.2 8.4 29.0 17.1 18.1 5.5 89.8 75.0 87.5 53.2 37.8 29.9 6.8 0.5
Whole Corpus

Smoothing 54.5 25.8 51.7 23.1 48.2 20.2 45.8 27.1 74.9 54.1 57.4 27.6 66.0 31.5 45.6 12.7
Noise 68.7 47.9 68.3 47.5 68.1 47.0 47.1 23.8 72.9 56.6 72.2 47.0 87.7 69.6 68.4 38.4

All distortions 26.8 7.9 33.1 12.6 39.3 18.0 13.8 1.3 73.9 56.4 69.3 38.3 49.0 24.6 15.7 0.5
Mean 40.0 28.1 48.0 33.9 57.1 40.4 30.0 14.7 83.8 67.6 71.9 42.5 49.8 27.2 36.4 21.8
σ 43.6 35.9 39.2 35.7 31.9 30.9 28.9 13.9 7.5 8.0 11.0 8.9 18.0 12.1 40.8 32.4

one 3D object, every metric leads to quite high corre-
lation values whatever the object. This is caused by the
psychometric fitting. Hence, the real measure of strength
of a metric is its capacity to provide high correlation
values over several models processed in different ways.
When considering only noise distortions, the metric
which provides the best results over the whole corpus
is 3DWPM2, its Pearson correlation is quite high (rP =
69.6%) compared with its counterparts (rP = 56.6% for
MSDM, and rP < 50% for the others). We recall that
this metric relies on the roughness computed as the
differences between the model and its smoothed version;
this mechanism seems to be very efficient to capture
the perception of noise and thus explains the good

results of 3DWPM2. When considering only smoothing
distortions, correlation values over the whole corpus are
quite low for all the metrics; the effect of smoothing is
not evident to the human visual system as the addition
of noise. MSDM provides the best results, its Pearson
correlation is rather low (rP = 54.1%) but much higher
than the other metrics (rP < 32%).
When considering both types of distortions (smoothing
and noise), it becomes much more difficult for the met-
rics to correlate with human perception, even when con-
sidering one model at a time, since they have to be able
to correctly merge the visual effects produced by noise
and smoothing. In this difficult scenario, purely geomet-
ric RMS and Hausdorff distances completely fail (their
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Sperman values for the whole corpus are respectively
26.8% and 13.8%). As for the first experiment (see section
3), the combinations of RMS with the geometric Lapla-
cian provide better results: respectively 33.1% and 39.3%
Spearman correlation values for GL1 and GL2. The most
advanced metrics work well despite the difficulty of
the context: MSDM and 3DWPM1 lead respectively
to 73.9% and 69.3% in term of Spearman correlation.
Regarding Pearson correlation, MSDM performs better
than its counterparts (56.4% while other are < 39%).
Figure 5 presents the psychometric curve fitting between
the objective and subjective scores for RMS, GL2 and
3DWPM1 for the Dyno model; it illustrates clearly the
difficulty to correctly merge the impairments produced
by noise addition and smoothing (white and blue circles
respectively); this figure illustrates also the improvement
brought by the use of the geometric Laplacian in GL2

over the simple RMS and the superior performances
of perceptual (3DWPM1, MSDM ) vs non-perceptual
(RMS, GL2) metrics.

Figure 6 illustrates the psychometric curve fitting
between the objective and subjective scores over the
whole corpus. These sub-figures are very interesting
since they summarize visually the performances of the
tested metrics. Each model is represented by a different
symbol. The respective performances of the metrics
are confirmed; indeed, the fitting (i.e. the possible
prediction) is more efficient for MSDM and 3DWPM1.
In particular, the prediction error (RMSE) is lower for
these metrics (1.31 for MSDM and 1.57 for 3DWPM1).
Finally, we can observe that the SF metric provides poor
results (15.7% for Spearman correlation over the whole
corpus), the main reason is that its values regarding
smoothing modifications are almost always higher
than for noise modifications, while the resulting visual
alterations are clearly lower. This difficulty to merge
the visual effects produced by noise and smoothing is
illustrated in figure 7: the metric demonstrates a very
high correlation with subjective scores for smoothed and
noisy versions separately, however when considering
both distortions together the correlation is very poor
(the smoothing distortions are overestimated). We
have to notice, though, that this metric assumes the
distortions to be small, hence its poor behavior can be
caused by the quite high strength of the distortions in
our corpus.

One critical feature of a good metric is the stability of
its results; table 3 details the values of standard deviation
(σ) of the Spearman and Pearson correlations among
the 4 objects Armadillo, Dyno, Venus and RockerArm.
Once again the best metrics according to this criterion
are MSDM and 3DWPM1 which exhibit a very good
stability (σPearson are respectively 8.0% and 8.9%). All
the other metrics have a lower robustness, in particular
they all provide very poor results for Dyno and Rocker-
Arm.

6 COMPUTATIONAL COMPARISON

6.1 Algorithm requirements

The analyzed metrics need to be compared also from a
computational point of view since they have different
requirements to work correctly. For example, some met-
rics are independent on the connectivity of the meshes
to compare while others require the same connectivity
(i.e. the same number of vertices), some metrics are
influenced by the vertices density, i.e. the level of detail
of the mesh, and so on.

Hausdorff distance is certainly the most compliant
metric; it can compare any kind of meshes even if
the levels of detail or the connectivity of the mesh to
compare are different.
Both the 3DWPM metrics present the same (not strict)
constraints. Since they are based on global roughness
difference they can theoretically compare objects with
different connectivities, however, since the roughness is
calculated on vertex neighborhoods they are dependent
on the sampling density even if the 3DWPM1 reduces
this dependence by using a multi-resolution approach.
Moreover, uniform sampling is assumed.
The MSDM measure is linked to a scale parameter
which makes it independent on the connectivity of the
meshes to compare; hence in theory any kind of meshes,
even with different levels of details could be compared.
In its current implementation (available on-line), the
meshes have to share the same connectivity and the
same vertex order in the files, this constitutes a heavy
constraint but it is an implementation issue and not an
intrinsic limit of the algorithm.
Finally, for RMS, GL1, GL2 and SF which are based
on vertex-to-vertex mapping, the meshes have to be
consistent, i.e. they have to share the same connectivity.

6.2 Processing time

Table 4 details the processing times for different model
sizes. For each value, the object has been compared with
itself, on an Intel Core 2 Duo processor with 2GB mem-
ory. Of course since they operate simple vertex-to-vertex
measures, RMS, GL1 and GL2 are particularly fast; SF
is also very fast, for the same reason. Hausdorff distance,
MSDM and 3DWPM2 present similar processing times
(around 15-20 seconds for the Feline model), with similar
linear behaviors; 3DWPM1 have also a linear comport-
ment but is around 6 times slower (almost 2 minutes are
necessary for the Feline model). The low performance
of 3DWPM1 and 3DWPM2 depends mainly on their
implementation that it is not optimized. If we look at
the algorithmic complexity, 3DWPM1 and 3DWPM2

are linear with the number of vertices. The theoretical
complexity of MSDM is quadratic but it can be reduced
to linear if the meshes to compare share the same
connectivity and vertex order.
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Fig. 5. Subjective MOS vs metric values for the Dyno model and for different metrics. Each circle represents a distorted
model; empty circles are the models with noise and blue filled circles are the smoothed models; the original model is
represented by the light blue filled circle. The Gaussian fitted curve is displayed in red, the dashed lines illustrate the
confidence interval for that curve.

TABLE 4
Processing times (in seconds) of the different metrics, for

3D objects of different sizes.

Bimba (8.8K) Lion (38.7K) Feline (64.5K)
RMS/GL1/GL2 < 0.2 < 0.2 < 0.2

Hd 1.6 7.2 14.2
MSDM 1.5 11.4 20.3

3DWPM1 20.2 81.5 119.3
3DWPM2 3.9 11.9 17.2

SF < 0.2 < 0.2 < 0.2

7 TEXTURING AND COMPLEX MATERIALS

This work deals with geometry rendered with standard
shading algorithms, more specifically Gouraud shading
with Phong lighting model, i.e. basic OpenGL rendering,
considering objects made with diffuse stone-like material
and illuminated by a single point light source. This
is one of the main limitations of this work, texture
mapping, materials with complex reflectance behavior
and complex lighting environments are not taken into
account in the performance evaluations of the geometry-
based perceptual metrics. Obviously, the presence of
these factors affect visual perception of the rendered 3D
object, making the results of our metrics not completely
reliable in visually rich rendering contexts. Hence, it
is important to make some considerations about these
aspects.

Concerning texture mapping, some previous works
that deal with textured models exist, for example the
masking model of Ferwerda et al. [16], the work of
Qu and Meyer [11] for the perceptual remeshing of 3D
textured models, the perceptual metric of Williams et
al. [10] that deals also with lighting conditions, and
others. We recall here, that these perceptual metrics
work in image-space and not directly on the 3D model
surface, making their results effective but not completely
reliable. The big challenge is to account for the presence
of textures by working directly on the objects’ surface,

for example evaluating the masking effect of the texture
using both the texture coordinates and the image content
of the texture map. This issue involves the adaptation
of current visual masking models to the parameterized
textured surface by calculating for each point of the
surface, for example, a map of masking that can be used
together with the geometric-based perceptual metrics to
evaluate visual differences between textured 3D mod-
els. Anyway, the metrics here described, especially the
MSDM one, can be seen as a lower bound concerning
this visual factor. In fact, texture mapping can hide com-
pletely or partially visual changes caused by geometry
changes of the surface but with very low probability
it could increase the perception of such distortions. In
other words, we can consider perceptually-motivated
geometric metrics conservative with respect to textured
objects.

Different considerations have to be drawn for materi-
als which exhibit complex reflectance behavior, in fact, in
this case the visual effect on the rendered model depends
strongly on the viewpoint (considering material with
strong specular reflection), hence, it is very difficult to
embed this issue in a object-based metric. Some attempt
to model the influences of this and other visual factors
with a perceptual metric that consider the overall 3D
scene are the works of Ramanarayanan et al. [17] and
Ferwerda et al. [45] that presents very promising results.
The open issue, from our point of view, is how to adapt
such studies locally to the model surface.

Finally, 3D models are usually viewed interactively.
So, the objects’ movement is another important factor
that the perceptual metrics should taken into account.
The metric of Yee et al. [19] and Myszkowski [20] for
computer animations could represent a good base for
integrating also the effect of the user interaction (for
example for video games applications) into model-based
perceptual metrics.

For the above reasons we think that most of these as-
pects require a big research effort and merit separate and
specific studies and that the geometry-based perceptual
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Fig. 6. Subjective MOS vs metric values for the whole corpus and for different metrics. Each symbol represents a
distorted model. The Gaussian fitted curve is displayed in red, the dashed lines illustrate the confidence interval for
that curve.

Fig. 7. Subjective MOS vs SF metric values for the RockerArm model. Left: only noisy versions are taken into account,
Middle: only smoothed versions, Right: all distortions are taken into account.

metrics here studied are important by themselves even
under the limitations just described.

8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have presented quantitative and qualitative evalua-
tions and comparisons of existing perceptually-inspired
geometry-based 3D metrics for triangular meshes. Sub-
jective experiments based on different corpuses and eval-
uation protocols have been considered, corresponding to
different use cases and perceptual mechanisms. Several
final remarks can be outlined:

• Existing model-based perceptual metrics are still not
really able to take into account the masking effect
and to properly handle different kinds of artifacts
such as smoothing and noise addition. Despite this
most of them (GL2, 3DWPM , MSDM , SF ) have
a good behavior regarding the frequency sensitivity
of the human visual system.

• Basically, perceptually-motivated metrics (MSDM ,
3DWPM ) perform largely better than standard ge-
ometric ones (RMS, Hausdorff ). More precisely,
MSDM seems to provide the best results, with
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Spearman correlations around 70% for both visual
masking and general purpose corpuses. 3DWPM1

exhibits rather good performances on the general
purpose corpus (Spearman correlation is 69%); if
only noise-like artifacts are considered, 3DWPM2

has the best performances (87.7% for Spearman cor-
relation on the noisy models of the general purpose
corpus). Surprisingly RMS seems to well catch the
visual masking effect (mean Spearman correlation
per model is 70% for the Visual Masking corpus).

• No test about the comparison of mesh and its sim-
plified version has been conducted here due to the
problem to construct a representative corpus. More-
over, only one perceptual metric dealing explicitly
with this kind of processing, the one of Yixin Pan
et al. [25], has been developed since now. This is an
important open issue since simplification algorithms
are a common geometric processing operation on 3D
meshes.

Concluding, in Computer Graphics, there still lacks an
efficient mechanistic measure like those existing for 2D
image quality assessment as the VDP [4] or the Sarnoff
model [9]. Existing works which have attempted to
generalize concepts from visual perception to computer
graphics are mainly view-dependent and rely in fact on
2D image perceptual mechanisms applied on the ren-
dered image. As we know from the study by Rogowitz
and Rushmeier [18] this approach is not completely
reliable. For this reason, a critical point will be the
generalization of perceptual cognitive mechanisms in the
3D graphics context, in particular by considering mainly
the geometry of the models. Such metrics should inte-
grate also other aspects which influence the final visual
appearance of the rendering such as lighting, texture
mapping and the material properties of the model itself.
This would constitute a big step in the development of
really efficient perceptually-driven graphics algorithms.
The work here presented aims to offer a small step in
this direction.
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